Faster, Prioritized and Predictive

The AutoPilot M6 Expert for Oracle Database
Driving Business Transaction Performance™
The Challenge of Real-Time Business

Extend Visibility - Expand Control

Business today happens in real-time. An interrupted
transaction, a slow system response, a stalled process, or
anything that interferes with your business processes can
start a chain reaction that costs you productivity, revenue
and customers.

Nastel’s Expert for Oracle Database is an extensible
data collector that automatically gathers information in
real-time on Oracle-based application processes.

In a real-time business, two capabilities are key to
ensuring uninterrupted business process flows:
visibility into process flows to see the business
impact every step of the way, and
the ability to pin-point and correct problems before

The AutoPilot M6 Solution for Real-Time
Business Performance Monitoring
The AutoPilot M6TM Suite from Nastel is the most powerful
and feature-rich solution for monitoring and managing
integrated application processes.
AutoPilot M6’s consolidated graphical management
dashboard gives you an end-to-end view of business
process flows across your entire integrated application
environment. You get unprecedented visibility into the
impact of those process flows on your real-time business.

A Single Point of Control
The AutoPilot M6 dashboard also
affords you the power of a single point
of control. From its centralized
dashboard, or remotely through

The Expert for Oracle Database enables real-time
visibility from AutoPilot M6’s consolidated dashboard
into the performance and health of business
application processes that flow across Oracle
systems.
Only AutoPilot M6 gives you a single, convenient point
of visibility and control over your entire environment
end-to-end, including:
Business Transactions
Databases, like Oracle
Middleware
Applications and Application Servers
Integrated applications
Operating systems
The Expert for Oracle Database is non-intrusive,
utilizing intelligent sensors to automatically collect
information about Oracle servers and their
components without affecting the database
The modularized sensors track database
performance and utilization by monitoring table
accesses, transaction response times, database
extends, concurrent sessions, SGA and rollbacks.
Easily customizable business views graphically
display process status and performance metrics

Innovative web-based interface, you have immediate
access to all of the critical real-time events and
performance metrics you need, and the ability to drill down
on-demand to the root cause of any possible problems.
With AutoPilot M6, you can initiate corrective actions and
deliver user-centric, in-context actionable alerts -- before
your business processes are affected.
The AutoPilot M6 Expert for Oracle Database lets you
add Oracle processes to this centralized big-picture view
of your application infrastructure.

AutoPilot M6 synthesizes information from Oracle
and other integrated infrastructure components into
on-demand snapshots of status and performance
metrics for your business processes in real-time

AutoPilot M6’s SOA Lets You Tailor
Solutions
That Meet Your Unique Needs

Improve Application Performance
Every integrated application must interact with any
number of systems along its transactional path, with
potential points of performance degradation or failure all
along the way.

Every business is unique and every IT environment
incorporates a different combination of business
integration components.

AutoPilot M6 goes far beyond simple event-based
monitoring. AutoPilot M6 lets you quickly and easily define
new, customized events to meet your unique performance
management needs.
Dynamically Create Customized Events
with Oracle Performance Metrics
AutoPilot M6 automatically collects events and correlates
them with the business rules, policies, thresholds and realtime conditions you specify to dynamically create new
events.
These events can provide you with on-demand access to
the critical performance and management metrics you
need to operate your business in real-time.

AutoPilot M6 is designed with a flexible, extensible
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that allows you
to tailor the solution that’s perfectly matched to your
application environment.
AutoPilot M6’s Expert for Oracle Database and
other technology-specific experts can be added as
needed to extend control over a broader range of
existing technologies and over new technologies as
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With the Expert for Oracle Database, you can now
correlate events from Oracle databases with events from
any other EAI platforms and from each of the operating
systems they run on, from the mainframe to your
application servers and web servers.

AP/BI
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AutoPilot M6 SOA Platform
AutoPilot M6’s SOA provides an easily
configurable platform for incrementally
building a solution that continues to fit your
needs as your IT environment evolves

By applying rules and thresholds in correlating events
from across your infrastructure, you can foresee and
prevent application performance problems before they
occur.

Prevent Database Problems in Real-time
For example, you can monitor the number of times Oracle
automatically extends, or allocates more disk space, and
correlate that data with the volume and throughput of
messages handled by your middleware.
You can apply business rules and thresholds to trace
patterns in performance latency and predict the conditions
that signal imminent problems. You can then define
events that will be created dynamically when these
conditions arise and automatically launch corrective
measures — thus eliminating problems before they can
impact your business processes.

About Nastel
Nastel Technologies is a pioneer in providing ondemand business process monitoring solutions that
enable businesses to operate in real-time. Nastel's
AutoPilot M6 Suite gives businesses end-to-end
visibility into the health of business services and
control of the applications and middleware that drive
business-critical transaction processes.
Nastel’s solutions currently help numerous Fortune
1000-sized companies around the world, including
some of the world’s largest banks, financial
institutions, retail chains, insurance providers and
petrochemical companies achieve business agility.
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